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THE ERGODIC  DECOMPOSITION  OF  CONSERVATIVE
BAIRE  MEASURES1

MICHAEL  L.  STURGEON

Abstract. Certain topological conditions on a Markov

transition function are shown sufficient for an integral represen-

tation of conservative invariant Baire measures. The analysis

incorporates the Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw extension of the Krein-

Milman theorem.

1. Introduction. A Markov process is prescribed here as a quartet

iX, 3S,pix, B),m), the components respectively a given state space,

cr-algebra of events, Markov transition function, and any c-finite initial

measure satisfying the condition that all w-null events are invariant or

equivalently that on á?:m(7i)=0=>/?2{x:/»(x, 5)>0}=0. The requirement

on m is the obverse of the usual notion of a nonsingular transition function

and will be called presubinvariance, a sine-qua-non for measures either

invariant or conservative with respect to a given transition function.

The conservativeness of m, for our purposes, is best defined following

S. R. Foguel [4], as
00

X = Cim) o on & :2 p\x, B) = oo    on B ae(m)>

1 = 0     elsewhere

where B is a minimal superset for B satisfying/»(x, B)=lB ae(w). When

m is known to be conservative, B can be replaced by the /«-equivalent set

Ê=BKJ{x:0<2rpn(x,B)}.

The invariance of m is defined using the operator ( ■ )F on signed

measures, whereby m is invariant (subinvariant) iff on US:

mT(B) = fp(x, B) dmix) = (<) m(ß).
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For invariant conservative m, the a-algebra of invariant events, £(/??),

is composed of sets B satisfying F lB=lBaeim), where F( • ) is an operator

on L^im) defined by

f(f) = (d\dm)l(fo dm)T] - id\dm)Hf- dm)T],

where/in Fœ(w) is decomposed because f dm need not be a signed meas-

ure. Such invariant sets are identical with those more typically defined by

the requirement that /»(x, B)=lB ae(w), by [3, p. 77]. The operator F

will prove useful when characterizing the geometry of ergodic m.

From here on, X is at least a <r-compact, locally compact Hausdorff

space, SS its Baire sets, and m is a Baire measure. (yF, t) denotes the

collection of all Baire measures on 38 with the weak topology t induced

by the continuous functions with compact support, CffX). A net {vx} in

Jf converges weakly to m in Jf iff for all/in Cjyx): Ixf^or^lx ) dm.

Note that («/f, t) is a subspace of the locally convex topological vector

space of linear, but not necessarily continuous, functionals on CffX).

X can be written as i]x Kn and \JT <Sn, where the Kn and 0„ are,

respectively, compact Baire sets and open bounded Baire sets such that

@n<= Kn<= (Vn+Xc= Kn+X. Subsequently, there is a useful realization of X

as \JX En where the En are open bounded Baire sets identified as EX = (VX,

E2=(V2, and for n^.3, En = (9n—Kn_2. Any element of X lies in at most

two of the En. Using only those En for which w(Fn)>0, the function

n

lies in Lxim)r\Lcoim), and one can quickly show, for invariant m, that

the conservativeness of m can be written as
CO

X = Cim) o for all En such that m(FJ > 0:^pkix, En)
i

= oo    ae(m) on En.

In the following the notation E„ will refer to this particular realization

ofZ.

2. An integral representation. Let ^ denote the conservative invariant

elements of Jf. It is easily shown that <€ is a positive convex cone. By

definition, a presubinvariant m in jV is ergodic iff 2(w) is trivial. The

ray, pirn), generated by nonzero m in ^ is extreme by definition iff convex

representations of any element of p always involve only other elements of

P-

2.1. Proposition. A nonzero element v of if is ergodicopiv) is

extreme.
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Proof. Let v be ergodic with v=apx + il—a)p2, a e (0, 1), and

px, p2 e %'. Then px<£v, p2<£v, and px and p2 cannot be mutually singular

so that pi=Xi + w'i, where XxJ_p2 and X2±px and 0^w1«ia2, 0^w2<&px.

Denoting dp2\dv by/2, we have 0Sf2 is ^-measurable and finite ae(i»)

on bounded sets. We can decompose X= Uî° Bn, the Bn disjoint bounded

Baire sets, so that the functions gk defined as ifo^k) ■ lu's satisfy gk]f2

on X and gk is in Fl(i»)nF0O()'). The operator ( • )F acting on Lxiv) via

(gk)T=(d¡dv)l(gk dv)T] is well extended, see [3, pp. 4-5], to act on á?-

measurable positive functions by if2)T=limkigk)T. It follows from the

invariance of v that f2T=f2 ae(v), or since the gk are in Z-X(i») and since

F( • ) acting on Lxiv) is precisely this extension of ( • )F, that F/2=/2

ae(v). By [3, p. 76], v is conservative with respect to the adjoint of F.

So by [3, p. 21]/2 is S(v)-measurable and there exists a constant c2 such

that p2 = c2v. Similarly, dpjdv=cx ae(i'), and so px and p2 lie on piv). The

converse is quickly shown by contradiction and the proposition is proven.

Two nonzero ergodic elements of <& are either mutually singular or

proportional. Referring to [6], if ^ were weakly closed in Jf, we would

have the notion of caps, Jf, in <€ defined as 2? = {X e^:MiX)Sl},

using a gauge functional M. The set ¿FX = {X ec€:M(X)= 1} will be

called the cap lid. From [5, p. 236], the extreme points, Ex(Jf ), of a cap

in *$ are precisely the vertex {0} and the elements in the cap lid located

on extreme rays of c€. So for any cap Jf, the set f?(Jf ,) = Ex(¿f) —{0} is

exactly representative of all nonzero singular ergodic measures in the

cone <€.

2.2. Theorem (integral representation).    If the transition function

pix, B) satisfies conditions

(i) «V{0},
(ii) F( • ):CciX)-»CciX), where Tfox)=Sf(y)p(x,Jy),

(iii) for any open bounded Baire set (9 such that (9 is unbounded, the set

{xe (V: 2i° pn(x, (V)<. oo} is open, then every nontrivial m in %> lies in some

cap lid 3fx   and there is a probability measure pm concentrated on Si3Fx )

so that for all Bin @: m(B)=fS{JfiJ X(B)dpJX).

Proof. By a theorem of P. Meyer, [5, p. 238] and [6, p. 95], there is a

cap Jfm such that m e J^x whenever 'tf is weakly closed in Jf. Under

(ii), ( • )F acting on measures is an operator on Jf. Given a net {i»a} in

<£, w = r-limit va satisfies for all fin CciX):$fdivaT)=}fdvx=$ Tfdvx-+*

J Tf dm=§f dimT)=>vxT=vx->xmT^mT=m. Thus weak limit points of

'tf are invariant. An example to follow shows that ^ is generally not closed

under (i) and (ii) in the sense that weak limit points may not be conser-

vative. If m(F„)< co, Fn e S(w)=>F„c:C(/77). We therefore concern

ourselves with those En for which w(F„)=oo, denoting a typical such En
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in the remainder of this argument by (9 and the set {x 6 G:^x pnix, (V) =

oo} by (9oo. By (iii), (9—(9x is an open subset of 6 avoiding (Vx. Suppose

/n(0-0œ)>O. Then there is a compact Baire K<=(V-(VX, fe Cf(X) with

0<j/<l and/=l on K and 0 on iG-0^)0 such that 0<miK)<(fdm,

while for all a, )~ f dvaSvJfS—(Vœ)=0, a contradiction. Therefore, with

the supplementary "recurrence" condition (iii), m is conservative and 'if

is weakly closed in Jf. Applying the Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw theorem

as described by R. Phelps in [6, pp. 30-31], there is a probability measure

pm on (Jfm, if), where ¿f is the cr-algebra generated by the Baire sets

of Jfm and the set Ex(Jf m), so that/?m(<f(Jflm))=l and pm represents m

in the sense that for any continuous affine function <p on Jfm:r/j(m) =

¡jf <f>iX) dpm(X). Let A' be any compact Baire set. There is a sequence

{gn} in CC(X) such that gnllK and a corresponding sequence {</>„} of con-

tinuous ^-measurable affine functions on Jfm such that <j>n(m) =

ixgndm=¡x,mdpm(X)¡xgndX. For some ñ, q>a(m)<cc and so for each

X and q=0, 1, 2, • • ■ , <f>ñ+Q(X)^-"X(K), so that

m(K) = Í X(K) dpm(X).
J<f(JT1   )

Referring to [1, p. 5], the class of compact Baire sets in 38 is a 7r-system.

It is easily shown that the collection {B e 38:X(B) is ¿^-measurable and

miB)=}â.(jfi )XiB)dpmiX)} is a ¿/-system and so equal to 38, yielding

the theorem.

A more motivated argument towards the conservativeness of m is

provided by defining the support of m as in [9, p. 308]. Then under

condition (ii), & is open so that suooim)n>(9 and Öx are "similar" in

that both sets are nonvoid and unbounded, both necessarily intersect

///-positive open Baire subsets of (V, and under (iii): supp(/?/)nC^C^n

ß^-mi(V-(Vx)=0.
We remark that (ii) implies that each individual set {x:pnix, &)>0} is

bounded, but does not in view of the following example imply that their

union, or Q in particular, is bounded.

3. The necessity of the recurrence hypothesis. An example, suggested

by M. Rosenblatt, shows given (i) and (ii) that a supplementary condition

like (iii) is necessary. Let X be the real line R with the usual topology and

let Z denote the integers. A continuous function hiy) on R is defined

as follows for 0</»<|<^<l and p+q=l: for y SO, hiy)=q; forj^O,

hiy) is defined in piecewise fashion on the unit interval containing integers

/' and i+l asq fory=i, i + l, asp for /-r-l/(/'-r-2)^j^/'-|-l-l/(/-r-2), as

qil-X) + Xp for y = i+XJii+2) or for y=i+l-A¡ii+2) with 0<A<1.
Graphically, in each positive integral interval, hiy) is an inverted trapezoid.
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Then for y in R and B in 0g, p(y, B)=h(y) lB (v+l)+[l-A(j)] lB

iy—l) is a Markov transition function. For fixed x in [0, 1), denote

Sx={i+x,ieZ}. The transition function /»(z'+x, A) on iSx, 38C\SX)

corresponds to a random walk on Sx, and for x 6 (0, 1) a conservative

invariant measure for the corresponding process in (Fe, 3Í) is given by

vxix - i) = iplqy^il - hix))lq,        vxix) = 1,

vxix + i) = [//(x)/z(x + 1) • • • hix + i - 1)] -r [1 ' - //(x + 1)] • • •

[1 - hix + i - 1)][1 - hix + /)]    for / = 1, 2, 3, etc.

So condition (i) is satisfied. As well, condition (ii) is fulfilled since for/

jf(y)p(z, dy) = hiz)foz + 1) + [1 - hiz)]foz - 1).

However, the net {vx} in ^ converges weakly as x^-0 to the invariant

measure m = {iqjp)i}ieZ which is not conservative since for pj¿q there are

no recurrent states and so no conservative presubinvariant measures on Z.

So ^ is not, in general, weakly closed under (i) and (ii) and for example

need not have a compact base.

4. Finite measures. In [7, p. 100], Lemma 1 states that the space

of regular Borel probability measures on a compact X is weak-star com-

pact. We could substitute Baire sets for Borel sets in the argument to

obtain the weak-star compactness of the space 3% of Baire probabilities

on X. Let 3s be the convex subspace of invariant (and so conservative)

Baire probabilities. Condition (ii), which now reads T:CiX)->CiX),

ensures that 3P is weakly closed in M. 38 is subsequently weakly compact

since the weak and weak-star topologies inherited by 3i have the same

subbasis with sets of the form {v e 3$:\$fdv—$fdv0\<.e}. Condition (ii)

ensures ^V{0}, from [7, p. 101]. Another result in [8] says that Ex(a*)

consists precisely of ergodic elements of 3^ since ergodicity there can be

shown to be equivalent to ours. So with little effort we have:

4.1. Proposition. Let X be compact. Then the condition F(-):

C(X)^-C(X) suffices to ensure that the set of invariant Baire probabilities,

3s, is nonvoid and weakly compact and that for any p in 3s there exists a

probability measure q^ so that for all Bin 38: p(B)=ls(@) X(B) dqAfX), where

S(3f) is the set of ergodic elements of 38.

5. Transformation invariance. The invariance of finite measures is

typically defined in representation oriented papers with respect to one or

more measurable, measure-preserving transformations on X. See [2] for

a history of such efforts.
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In [6, Chapter 10], there is an application of the Choquet-et al. theorem

for transformation-invariant probabilities which is convenient for com-

parison. Let X be compact and £? be the collection of Baire probabilities

invariant with respect to p(x, B). Form the cartesian product Y=XZ and the

associated product c-algebra stf=33z which in fact, [5, p. 23], is the

e-algebra of Baire sets of Y. Denote the shift transformation-invariant

measures by 38'„. There is an embedding Y : 38^-0*^ via p-^-P» where Fw

is the Carathéodory extension of the measure induced on any finite

XF, F={jx, ■ ■ ■ ,jf} by

P^Ay e Xw:yh e Buji eF} = prob{x0 e Bx, xx e B2, • • • , *,_, e B,}.

Moreover, using prediction theory, as in [7, p. 97] it can be shown that

r preserves ergodicity. If T were surjective, one would then quickly

subsume existing representations for shift transformation-invariant

finite measures. But this is not the case. The process {yA associated with

Pu is Markovian and stationary. For a given X, one need only produce a

non-Markovian stationary process to exhibit a shift-invariant P which is

not the image under Y of any p in 3P.
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